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CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT

Progest BV
Science Park Eindhoven 5080 
5692 EA Son (Netherlands)

Legally represented by R. Erkelens,

hereinafter referred to as: Progest

Declares to:

- Name:

- Address: 

hereinafter referred to as: Inventor

1.That Progest is in contact with the Inventor regarding an invention in the field of;

hereinafter referred to as: “the invention”.

2.That Progest acknowledges that all information regarding the invention is confidential
and that Progest agrees that all information obtained is for the purpose of exploring a
possible collaboration with the Inventor in technical and commercial areas. That this 
information can be treated confidentially and must therefore be kept strictly 
confidential towards third parties and that Progest also informs its employees of this 
obligation of confidentiality.

3.That Progest undertakes to maintain confidentiality for a period of 5 years from the day
this information was made available or until the time of general knowledge of this data.
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4.That Progest undertakes not to use any information obtained in any way without the
prior written permission of the Inventor. This means that information about the
invention is not secret.

5.That the undersigned does not apply for a patent, anywhere in the world, regarding the
information entrusted to him and that Progest does not give any person the opportunity
to do so. This is only possible with prior written permission from the Inventor.

Inventor

Place:

Date:

Progest BV

Place: Eindhoven, Son 

Date:

Signed by: R. Erkelens 

Signature:

Signed by:

Signature:

By checking this box, I digitally sign and 
agree to the terms and contents of this 
confidentiality statement. I give Progest 
BV permission to use shared confidential 
information for internal discussions as 
described in this confidentiality 
agreement.

After signing the document, go to File -> Save As, and save the file with the following 
name: (currentdocument name)-signed.pdf After signing, send the saved document 
back by email to info@progest.nl .

Not all PDF programs support digital signing, if you cannot fill out the forms or save 
them under a new name, download Acrobat reader for free at: https://get.adobe.com/
reader/
(Don't forget to uncheck the optional McAfee boxes before clicking install).
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